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WHITE PAPER

FAST FACTS

The Power of a Merged
Communications System
in a K-12 Environment
The financial and efficiency benefits of an
integrated communications platform.
PROBLEM
Why does a school need an integrated communica:ons pla<orm?
a. Eﬃciency
b. Security

The Power of a ‘Merged’ Communica:ons Pla<orm
An integrated communications platform is one in which more than one method of
communication can be done simultaneously, but it is also much more. A modernized
system can also launch and turn off heating and ventilating systems, activate a “lock‐

“Convergence is when multiple systems merge into one, such as when phones merge
with the network to make a Voice over Internet Protocol.”
—Eric Marshall, Business Development Manager, WPCS International

interact with other third party systems to do more than just
make audio announcements and communication.
“For example, a school may have a stand‐alone door lock
system (access control), a stand‐alone paging system, and a
stand‐alone e‐mail system,” says Marshall. “In the event of a
security breach, all three systems may need to be activated
and/or made accessible to a different subset of those affected.
With a merged platform, when a security breach occurs, the
system can activate the paging function to make a certain
announcement, at the same time it is locking the doors, and
sending e‐mail notices to certain personnel,” he explains.

Your school modernized. Integration is when multiple
systems are separate in function but can communicate
and act as one system, allowing for significant costsavings and efficiency improvements.
down,” and perform a variety of other building‐related
functions. It can also schedule events and communication items
(announcements, tones, bells, music) as well as make them
happen live –at any moment – with the push of a button.
“Integration is different than convergence,” explains Eric
Marshall, Business Development Manager for WPCS
International, Inc., a leader in design‐build engineering services
for communications infrastructure. “Convergence is when
multiple systems merge into one, such as when phones merge
with the network to make a Voice over Internet Protocol
System (VoIP). Integration is when multiple systems are
separate in function but can communicate and act as one
system.”
For example, a modernized integrated communications
platform is first a converged system. It merges paging,
intercom, AV control and monitoring, and emergency
announcements into one system and uses the IP Network. At
the same time, it is an integrated system, because it can
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a. Efficiency: Leverage network infrastructure
In many ways, there is a duplication of effort in deploying both
a traditional intercom system and classroom AV systems in a
school. A modernized system delivers audio communications
over an existing LAN by using a classroom AV system. This lets
the district leverage its network infrastructure to carry the
intercom system in a truly integrated IP environment,
consolidates systems management, and is a significant step in
converging technology systems onto the local‐area network.
When a modernized system is in use, there’s no need to spend
money on a traditional intercom system. Using the right
modernized system can result in budget savings of 17% or
more.
A modernized system can integrate and simplify a school
district’s communications. For example, in a typical school
district, PA systems, classroom AV and networks have virtually
no relationship to one another. Classrooms often have two
unrelated sets of amplifiers and speakers: one for paging, and
one for multimedia and voice. The result is hundreds of meters
of redundant wiring in the walls, and copious hours spent on
duplicate installation. What’s more, the management
responsibility for these systems is often split between IT,
facilities, and instructional technology.

A modern integrated communications platform can launch and turn oﬀ heating and ventilating
systems, activate a “lock-down” and perform a variety of other building-related functions.

The right, modernized system re‐uses the wiring already in
the school’s networks. It communicates through the
speakers and amps already in place for the AV systems. And
it integrates with IP phone systems and door relays — so all
that redundancy goes away. Its open architecture can be
easily mastered by a school district’s IT staﬀ, so switching
third grade rooms to sixth grade requires a paging system
re‐zoning project that’s all of three mouse clicks. A school
district’s integrated communica\ons pla]orm should
always oﬀer impressive opera\onal and ﬁnancial beneﬁts.
Further, according to the U.S. Department of Energy, the
average computer costs approximately 2.5 cents per hour
while running idle. U\lizing a modern, integrated system to
manage networked devices, scheduling a campus wide
computer and projector shutdown saves hundreds of
dollars every year in energy consump\on and even more in
projector bulb life.
Such a modernized, networked‐based paging, bell and
intercom system can provide:
■ an up‐to‐date adjustable bell system
■ audio and video alerts to all classrooms, or to select
classrooms
■ ease in managing the system with no need to call in
outside technical help
■ a secure, reliable school‐wide communica\ons pla]orm
■ energy cost savings and projector bulb life.
b. Security
In some cases, such an integrated communica\ons pla]orm
can also be used for emergency preven\on. For example, a
controller can be connected to a danger area or sensor so
that if the area is entered or the sensor reaches a
dangerous level, then the controller can trigger the system
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Considering the
present-day
environment in
schools, what’s
needed is more than
just a paging
system, but a
modernized and
consequently
indispensible tool
for efficiently and
effectively taking
charge.
to play an announcement, send e‐mails, and launch the
appropriate building event.
For instance, if a loca\on has two sets of doors that
someone is not supposed to enter, then when the ﬁrst door
is entered, the system can play an overhead page, send an
e‐mail to security, and lock both the ﬁrst and second door.
The locking of the ﬁrst and second door is called a ‘man
trap’ and many access control systems use that but do not
have the paging capability, which a modern system does.
Or, if someone enters an area they should not enter, such
as a mechanical room, then with a modern system an
announcement can go oﬀ warning someone and email
messages can be sent, etc.
Furthermore, a teacher or administrator can prompt an
alert, which can play a pre‐recorded emergency message
over the loudspeakers. There are several ways in which a
teacher (or student) can trigger a silent alarm. A
modernized system can provide alert bucon access on a
wall controller, desktop sodware, a tac\le bucon hidden
under a desk and even an iPad or iPhone. An administrator
can automa\cally turn projectors on to show an emergency
message or escape plan or when combined with a video
messaging system, show an emergency message across

A modern, network-based paging, bell, and intercom ‘all-one’ system so easy to
manage and use that administrators can make changes themselves...

Using an efficient system can result in budget savings of
17% or more.
The right system re‐uses the wiring already in your
networks. It communicates through the speakers and
amps already in your AV systems. Further, it integrates
with IP phone systems and door relays — so all that
redundancy goes away.

All for the kids. Today’s schools need an enterprise
solution that integrates all school audio
communications and control - bells, paging, intercom,
tones, emergency alerts, doors, security, mass
notification - on a single platform.

In fact, there are numerous specific benefits that an
integrated communications platform provides:
■ Quickly change a bell schedule or reassign zones — no
need for schools to call in a PA technician

televisions in the school. The system can integrate with
the security system to initiate a lock down. It can also
integrate with the mass notification system to trigger
pre‐set emails and phone calls to the police and parents,
not to mention its ability to turn on emergency flashing lights.
Considering these possibilities, it’s clear that what’s
needed for school districts these days is more than just
a paging system, but a modernized and consequently
indispensable tool for efficiently and effectively taking
charge of district buildings.

PHILOSOPHY

■ Control doors, security, digital signage, HVAC,
lighting, and more from the administrative office
■ Save hundreds per year in energy savings and
projector bulb life by scheduling a campus wide
computer and projector shutdown
■ Instantly turn on each classroom’s projector, display
an emergency route map, and make critical automated
evacuation announcements, and
■ Listen in on a classroom during a security problem.
“Schools are installing AV systems and paging systems,”
says Marshall, “but they often conflict. A teacher will
be listening to something on the AV system and an

Why an integrated communications platform is more

announcement will play; the two speakers are

beneficial than a traditional analog PA system, or
traditional bell system.
‐Financial and
‐Efficiency benefits.

competing and the teacher does not hear the
announcement. With a [modern integrated
communication platform] the same speaker and
amplifier is used so the local audio ducks during the
page so there is no conflict.”
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A modern platform lessens the impact of dangerous or disruptive events by creating a
response system that gets the word out clearly and quickly, and empowers people.

There is also a cost savings in not installing two
separate speakers. At Piedmont Haven Elementary
School (Calif.), “they were $40K over budget when they
originally planned to do AV and paging separate and
were going to eliminate the AV,” explains Marshall.
However, when merged using an integrated
communication platform, they were able to meet the
budget. “The primary savings came when factoring in
other items such as less conduit and structural work in
not having to frame and pipe for separate clocks and
speakers,” Marshall says. “They also get unlimited bells,
tones and music that can be played in the rooms and
scheduled; they can create unlimited bell schedules and

Forward-facing technology. Administrators need an
enterprise class client-server software to easily manage all
aspects of school audio, including bells and tones, paging,
intercom, emergency alert and classroom audio - through
a secure, intuitive graphical user interface.

zones; they can control all systems from one place and
schedule turn on and off of displays.”
In summary, an integrated communications platform
“is when more than one method of communication
can be done simultaneously or using one interface,”
says Marshall. “In a stellar one, the GUI is simple to
use; the system does more than communicate — it can
also launch building events; and the system can
schedule events and communication items such as
announcements, tones, bells, music — as well as make
them happen live at any moment with the push of a
button,” says Marshall.
Rick Mathewson is a senior sales engineer for
FrontRow, where his role is to provide project support
and product development for the company’s network
products. Why would somebody want to adopt this
type of architecture versus the older analog
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architecture? “Now, it's primarily for school‐wide
communications. That includes paging, intercom,
bells, the traditional things you think about. But it's
very tightly integrated into classroom local audio
(which is also another product). In the past, you've
had local classroom audio but you've also had paging
and intercom ‐ two separate systems that aren't
aware of each other, that are now, with [a modernized
system] – it marries the local classroom audio with
inter‐school communications audio into one system.
This guarantees that everyone is going to hear
important messages and communications; there is no
conflict with this system, for example, a DVD playing
in the classroom. It's integrated. To fully appreciate
that, you have to step into the K‐12 world where
there's always been a conflict with a page coming out
over the speakers and any music or audio that's

“With a modern integrated communications platform, the same speaker and ampliﬁer is
used so the local audio is muted during the page so there is no conﬂict.”
—Eric Marshall, Business Development Manager, WPCS International

EVIDENCE
Administrators are discovering that outmoded systems
can be brought up to speed with greater eﬃciency and
cost savings than ever imagined.

A purpose-driven company. Schools need to find a
company with products designed for schools by
engineers from the ground up, companies with highquality products that are simply the best-designed and
best-built products available to schools.
playing in the classroom at the same time — there's
been a conflict. Now, with one integrated system,
there is no conflict. The important messages always
have a priority.”
How does a modern, integrated communications
platform move an organization above and beyond
mere compliance with applicable standards and
regulations? “It’s the fact you are getting ‘more than’”
as Marshall puts it. “It’s more than an emergency
notification system; more than a paging/intercom
system; more than an AV monitoring and control
system — and more than an integrated building
controls system. It can be all of those. You can start
with the minimal cost and requirements and build.”
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Schools everywhere are confronting the compelling
need for campus safety and security. Administrators
are facing these issues in ways that demand new
awareness, new thinking, and new tools and
technologies for meeting such challenges. They would
do well to employ new systems — designed from the
ground up and specifically for schools — to provide
exactly the kinds of emergency responses that are
needed for today. In fact, administrators are
discovering that outmoded systems can be brought up
to speed with greater efficiency and cost savings than
ever imagined.
With modern integrated communications
platforms now in existence, schools should be able to
tailor audio, video and bell alerts to specific situations
— from dangerous weather notifications, intruder
alerts and fire drills — to everyday reminders of an
informational nature. Any of these communications
can then be sent immediately to the selected
recipients who need the information — immediately
and with clarity — with just the click of a mouse.
For example, it’s 5:20 a.m. on a February morning,
and the superintendent has made her decision. Rather
than a full snow day, her district will run on a two‐
hour delay. And because she uses a modernized
system, it’s easy for her schools to adapt — switching
to a late‐day bell schedule with the click of a mouse.
With a a robust IP‐based paging, bell, intercom, and
control platform that works seamlessly with other
components, one will have no trouble establishing the

Now, with one integrated system, there is no conflict. The important messages always have a priority.

district routine or preparing for disruptions from small
to serious; an integrated communications platform
provides more power to keep the situation under
control and communicate clearly.
In another example, it is essential to get word to
people on site when an event is happening and exactly
what that event is. In the VT (Virginia Tech) shooting
in 2007, someone tried to warn people about the
gunman by pulling the fire alarm. However, it only
sounded an alarm with no clarification that the issue
was a gunman. People followed fire alarm procedure
(get out of the room, exit the building) instead of
gunman procedure (lock and barricade the door). This
created a situation where the victims unknowingly
walked into the path of danger.
Turning to natural disasters, time is of the essence
when it comes to tornadoes, for example, where
seconds count, flying debris and building strength are
factors, and gyms, auditoriums and most lunchrooms
(being large, open‐span areas), can be very dangerous
even in weak tornadoes. However, a carefully
developed and regularly drilled plan can save lives —
and a modern integrated communications platform
also plays a part especially in intense situations and
can very efficiently, effectively and rapidly direct
people to safety with smarter messages using visual
maps, precision instructions and real‐time updates.
With the right modernized system, efficient and
effective means of communication can be
implemented that will put school administrators in
better control — whatever the situation may be.
‐uses for an integrated communications platform
1. partial snow day alerts, announcements,
instructions and bell changes
2. tornado warnings and instructions
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3. simultaneous, all‐door lockdown (with AV alerts,
notifications)
4. listen in (to specific classrooms)
5. fire drills (show emergency maps, alerts – clearly
explain situation).
A building or group of buildings on a school campus
can be a labyrinth of sorts. Installing an all‐in‐one
single system – a modernized integrated
communications platform – averts wiring redundancy
and can generate substantial costs savings. The right,
modernized system also provides an unprecedented
level of control and ease of use, avoiding the need for
outside technical assistance as school administrators
and staff can handle and manage most systems needs
themselves, and can deliver appropriate
communications to specific rooms, sections of the
school or the entire campus. Communications can be
delivered with ease and effectiveness, whatever the
purpose may be.

SOLUTION
How to design an efficient school‐ or district‐wide
communications system, and how to create and
implement an effective communication plan (using
FrontRow).
‐designing a system
‐creating and implementing a plan

Schools understand the importance of paging and
intercom; schools understand the importance of
classroom audio and especially the importance of school

Is the system both a paging system and an AV system? If it is, then there is a signficant cost
savings in installation.

safety. But until recently, a converaged and integrated

ability to zone, the ability to monitor and control, etc. The

solution was not easily accessible to the K‐12 market.

next thing I have to address is how much they can do with

FrontRow offers a solution that was designed and

their budget and show where they can go from there. So if

manufactured specifically for schools; one that addresses

they can only get across country, I have to show them how

all of the concerns of administrators, teachers and parents

they can get around the rest of the world. In other words,

and provides an efficient, effective means of campus‐ and

they might not be able to aﬀord an AV system and a lock

district‐wide communication.

system and a paging system and an energy management
system (to control the lights and HVAC) and a network. I

As Business Development Manager for WPCS

have to show them how they can start with the basic

International, Inc., Eric Marshall has a lot to say about

network and paging system and then from there add the

designing an efficient communications system and

AV, the locks, etc. Note that, once each system is added, it

creating and implementing an effective communications

really does not take much to integrate them [in the future].

plan in a school district, gleaned from years of first‐hand
experience. Here are three key issues to consider even
before you move forward:
Poli%cs. The ﬁrst primary issue is poli\cs, according to
Marshall. “The technology is straigh]orward (especially
with a modern integrated communica\ons pla]orm) but
getng people to work together to develop protocols and
procedures is the most diﬃcult task to making a successful
system. Then determining who will be responsible for
maintenance and responses is the next diﬃcult task.”

Opera%onal. “The third issue is making sure the systems
can communicate. As long as the third party system can
communicate using Ethernet [IP network], serial, contact
closure, or IR then a modern integrated communica\ons
pla]orm can integrate with it. If the system can use
Ethernet [IP] or serial then a modern integrated
communica\ons pla]orm can do more and oden will not
need to interact with [the installer of the legacy system].
However, if the locks, energy management system, signage,
or any other third party system only uses contact closure or
IR then a modern integrated communica\ons pla]orm

Cost. The secondary issue is cost. “If I was a travel agent I

integrator has to communicate and work with the other

would encounter people wanting to go to a trip around

system integrator to make sure that system does what it is

the world but only being willing to pay for a trip to a

supposed to when it receives the signal from the modern

location 100 miles away or only having enough money at

integrated communica\ons pla]orm.

the moment to get across the country,” says Marshall. “So I
have to ﬁrst, help the ‘purchaser’ see the beneﬁts of
spending the money so they will pay more. For each site
there are ‘money bucons’ that can be pressed that will get
the budget allocated. These could be: simpliﬁed system for
no\ﬁca\on in an emergency, the schedule capability, the
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Are the appropriate decision makers involved in the initial development of protocols and
procedures? Such initial decisions are critical to the effectiveness of a successful system.

SYSTEM CHECKLIST:

☑

Aﬀordability. Is the system both a paging system and
an AV system? If it is, then there is a signiﬁcant cost savings
in installa\on. Piedmont Haven Elementary School in
California was $40,000 over budget with the AV and paging
system as originally planned. The school thought at ﬁrst
that it would be necessary to eliminate the AV. However,
they found a combined system instead of two separate
systems, allowing them to meet the budget, and realize a
whole range of addi\onal beneﬁts as well. The primary
savings came when factoring in other items such as less
conduit and structural work and not having to frame and
pipe for separate clock/speakers.

☑

Operability. AV systems and paging systems oden are
in conﬂict. A classroom may be listening to something on
the AV system just when an important announcement
comes over the paging system. Two speakers are
compe\ng and the teacher may not hear the
announcement. With an integrated system, the same
speaker and ampliﬁer are used so the local audio
automa\cally cuts out during the page, elimina\ng any
conﬂict.

☑

Flexibility. Does the system chosen oﬀer unlimited
bells, tones, music that can be played in the rooms and
scheduled? Can the system operator create unlimited bell
schedules and zones? Addi\onally, can the system all be
controlled from one place? All this makes it fast and easy to
change schedules, turn displays on and oﬀ, and to make the
changes that are needed to suit a school’s communica\on
requirements on any given day.
The integrated communication platform selected should
move the school above and beyond mere compliance with
applicable standards and regulations. And it should be capable
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of doing this if it is more than simply an emergency notification
system, more than a paging or intercom system, more than an
AV monitoring and control system, and more than an
integrated building controls system. A modern, efficient and
cost‐effective system is all of the above – in one merged,
reliable and affordable solution that allow schools to start with
the minimal cost and build out as needed.
Working with Schools to Meet System Design Needs
Are the appropriate decision makers involved in the initial
development of protocols and procedures? Such initial
decisions are critical to the effectiveness of a successful
system. Equally important is determining who will be
responsible for maintenance and response management.
Your role as the AV expert is to work with personnel who
are experts at working with schools to show how they can
maximize functionality within their budget and to develop
“road maps” that show where they can go from there. The
school might not be able to afford an AV system and a lock
system and a paging system and an energy management
system (to control the lights and HVAC) and a network. You
can work with a school or district to develop a basic network
and paging system, and later on to add the AV, the locking
features in an integrated way.
The solution you recommend to schools should be able to
communicate with third party systems, which helps clients
save money and lower costs. As long as the third party system
can communicate using the IP network, serial, contact closure,
or IR, then the solution should be easily integrate with existing
systems. If the locks, energy management system, signage, or
any third party system only uses contact closure or IR, your
solution can still fill the bill, though additional communication
may be required to work with other system integrators.

Your integrated communications platform provider should offer to repeat training to ensure
that the system is meeting the school’s needs.

The Purpose of Security, Practical Realities
Ideally, what's the purpose of security? What are the practical
realities involved here? “As you can see, I see it as a three step
process,” explains Marshall.
1. Protocol – foresee events and plan for action
2. Prevention – daily do tasks to lessen or prevent
3. Notification – get the word out while an event is happening
and follow procedure
“Each will educate and empower a person. They will create a
safer environment. The practical reality is that we cannot stop
crazy people from doing crazy things. We need to lessen the
impact by creating spaces that slow them down, get the word
out clearly and quickly, and have people onsite who know
what to do.”
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Success by Design
How Do You Design Security into a System?
For a system to be eﬀec6ve, the following steps are keys
to the process:
1 Meet with staﬀ to ﬁnd out what are concerns and issues.
2 Do a site survey to see the surrounding area.
3 Meet with other construc\on designers (architect,
mechanical engineer, electrical engineer) to discuss their
role in safety issue — such as building, posi\oning,
entrances and exits, fencing, lights, locks, ﬁre alarms and
opening and closing doors and vents/dampers, etc.
4 Incorporate the ﬁndings and plans into the design and
speciﬁcally tell the integrators the plan in the specs and
drawings.
5 Inspect throughout installa\on to make sure the system is
installed as designed.
6 Test to make sure the system works as designed.
7 Train how to use and maintain the system.
8 Do annual follow up and training.

“Conductor is designed specifically for schools. The fact that Conductor is made and designed
for schools is very important.”
—Rick Mathewson, Senior Sales Engineer

KEY TERMS
What key terms must a school administrator know
regarding integrated communica%on plaEorms?
Paging – One‐way announcements.
Intercom – Hands‐free two‐way conversa\on between
an admin sta\on and the room being called using
overhead speakers and a microphone.
Admin Sta\on – A loca\on where a person interfaces
uses a PC or microphone to make pages or intercoms. In
the case of conductor they can also view status of AV
systems, launch building events, schedule bells‐tones‐
prerecorded announcements, and launch emergency
no\ﬁca\ons.
AV Systems – Audio visual systems. The method of
sending computers and media players/sources to a
display to be used during a presenta\on or for training.
Building Events – A change in status to a building system
such as lights, HVAC, signage, and locks. In other words,
we can turn lights on and oﬀ, lock and unlock doors, turn
air condi\oning on and oﬀ, turn signs on and oﬀ, etc.
NOTE: building systems are not FrontRow systems. They
are third party systems installed by others, but we can
interact with them using the communica\on pla]orms
such as the IP network, Serial, Contact Closure, or
Infrared.

higher and then uses Internet Protocol (IP) to
communicate.
Serial – A communica\on system that ASCI (normal text)
or HEX (binary combina\ons of numbers and lecers)
language to do 2 way communica\on between devices
and for one device to control the other. This is
accomplished through a 2 conductor wire with a shield.
IR – Infrared – Same as serial, but done through the air
using infrared invisible light.
Contact closure – The method of opening and closing a
contact to allow electrical voltages to ﬂow and thus turn
on and oﬀ devices.
Emergency No\ﬁca\on – The system which lets people
know within an area, building, or campus that a safety
issue is happening and that emergency protocols must
be followed.
Emergency Protocol – Procedures which are planned in
advance of an event happening that are to be followed if
such an an\cipated event where to occur. These events
must be documented, taught to personnel, and tested
regularly.
Emergency Preven\on – Procedures that are put in place
to lessen and hopefully stop an emergency event from
happening. The procedures should be wricen, taught,
and penal\es given for not following.

HVAC – Hea\ng, Ven\ng, Air Condi\oning.
Ethernet – A communica\on system that typically
connects devices using twisted pair cabling Category 5 or
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Source: Eric Marshall, Business Development Manager
for WPCS Interna6onal, Inc., a leader in design‐build
engineering services for communica6ons infrastructure.

Their goal from the outset should be to create an environment where people can relax
and focus on education.

Communica:ng with Clarity
Why an integrated communication platform is essential
to a school’s safety and security protocol. Specifically
for Schools. FrontRow’s history extends back to 1963,
when its founders began building electronics in Palo Alto,
California, to improve comprehension for elementary
school children. The company’s systems are designed with
a deep understanding of speech, intelligibility, evolving
technology and real‐world usability. Unwavering in their
focus on getting a communication clearly across from
point A to point B in a school setting, building a modern
integrated communication platform like no other is part of
what defines FrontRow, and Conductor is the means
through which this is achieved. “The FrontRow Conductor
is designed specifically for schools,” says Rick Mathewson
FrontRow’s Senior Sales Engineer, whose role it is to
provide the project support and product development for
the company’s network products. “The fact that
Conductor is made and designed for schools is very
important,” says Mathewson. “We did not just take an
existing concept and move into the K‐12 market. We
specifically designed with the K‐12 market in mind.” And
the result? “A very efficient suite of products tailored to
the needs and demands of this market,” says Mathewson.
“The backbone of the system lives on the school
network,” he says. “Because of that, it is a product that is
easier for the schools to support: there are already
competent people in the schools who understand the
network, so Conductor is right in line with available
technical resources.” In the past, schools relied on
classroom audio and a separate intercom for school‐wide
communications. Conductor merges the two, which
guarantees that everyone is going to hear important
messages and that the most important messages always
have priority. Aligned with today’s requirements for public
safety, Conductor ensures that audible messages take
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priority over alarms. In addition, Conductor can trigger
and connect to other means of communication and enable
other actions, such as locking or visual instruction.
Conductor is the best way to help students and staffs
understand what to do in an emergency. As such it is
more than just an alarm. It is a deterrent. It actively
creates a better scenario for public safety.

Issues & Challenges
Security by Design. From the early stages of product
design, the safety and security in a school environment
should be a key consideration. Protocols need to be
designed to foresee potential events that could disrupt
the school day, so plans can be made to take
appropriate actions. Prevention of disruptive events, to
the extent possible, should be built into the design,
allowing users to take steps on a regular basis to
maintain awareness and daily regimens that could be
disruptive. Finally, has the school considered a
powerful system for notifying students, teachers, and
staff in an emergency – ways of getting the word out
when a disruptive event in happening? Their goal from
the outset should be to create an environment where
people can relax and focus on education, knowing that
extensive precautions are in place to protect their well‐
being. What [a good system] does to a remarkable
extent is to lessen the impact of dangerous or
disruptive events by creating a response system that
rapidly puts in place an organized set of reactions that
get the word out clearly and quickly, take meaningful
action and empower people onsite who know what to
do. And have the appropriate tools at their disposal to
accomplish their critical task,” observes Marshall.

NOTES
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